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Abstract

In this paper, we developed and investigated numerically a general kinematic model of a multi-legged hybrid robot equipped with a crab-
like and/or mammal-like legs. To drive the robot’s limbs, a novel generator of gait was employed and tested. The simulation model developed 
in Mathematica is suitable for virtual study and visualization of the locomotion process. In contrast to our previous studies, in this paper we 
focused only on precise control the position of the robot during walking in different directions. We are able to simultaneous control all six spatial 
degrees-of-freedom of the robot’s body (three deviations and three rotations along and around three different axes, respectively), as well as all 
robot’s legs. As a result, the investigated robot can be considered and used as a fully controlled walking Stewart platform. What is more, the used 
algorithm can also be successfully employed to coordination and control all limbs of the robot on unstable or vibrating ground. As an example, the 
control algorithm can be used to stabilize spatial position of the robot when the supporting ground becomes vibrating or unstable, and it will keep 
the robot stable and prevent it from falling over. Since the recent versions of Mathematica allows to communicate with different microcontrollers 
such as Arduino Uno or Raspberry Pi, the developed simulation algorithms can be relatively simply adopted to control real constructions of 
different multi-legged robots.

Introduction
Recently, different kinds of multi-legged robots are extensively 

investigated in the literature, since they have great importance 
in engineering applications [1]. Namely, when the limbs of the 
robot are controlled with a degree of autonomy, it can move 
within its environment and perform the planned tasks [2]. For 
instance, the legged machines are able to reproduce animals or 
humans’ movements and substitute humans in various activities 
[3]. Among numerous multi-legged robots met in the literature, 
we can distinguish especially robots with leg structure inspired 
based on the anatomy of insects or mammals. Large numbers of 
legs with different kinematic structures are useful to overcome 
complex obstacles met in nature without losing stability and 
increase stability of the robot.

The legged robots can perform their tasks in different 
terrains, however simultaneous coordination of all its legs are 
challenging in terms of control methods. Also, recently, various 
control strategies of the walking machines were usually tested 
by using different commercial software such as Matlab, Adams 
or Open Dynamic Engine [2,4-10]. It shows that investigations 
of walking robots are still challenging for researches and focus 
their attention. Therefore, in this paper we developed a general 
full parametric simulation model of a hybrid walking robot, i.e. 
the robot which can has different numbers of the legs inspired  

 
biologically by insects, reptiles or mammals. To drive the legs 
of the abovementioned robot, we employed central pattern 
generator, firstly introduced in our previous paper [11]. Moreover, 
we also used own algorithm, which is suitable for a smooth 
transition between different gait phases, i.e., initial, rhythmic and 
terminal phases [12]. Eventually, we considered the problem of 
controlling the direction of the movement of the robot and control 
all six spatial degrees-of-freedom of the robot’s body (three 
deviations and three rotations along and around three different 
axes, respectively), as well as control all robot’s legs on vibrating 
and unstable ground. These control possibilities can be especially 
helpful in a natural environment of the robot, when it comes to 
both the navigation, and obstacle avoidance.

Prototypes of Different Walking Robots
Advances computer modeling can be useful to increase 

the efficiency of designed machines, by introducing required 
modifications to the mechanical construction, depending on 
the results obtained during virtual tests. Currently, numerous 
computer programs such Catia, SimDesigner, Adams or SolidWorks 
software, support researchers in virtual prototyping of machines, 
including walking robots, for instance, see papers [13-15]. In our 
study we also designed different walking robots, with different 
numbers of limbs and their different structures. All our designs 
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presented in Figure 1 were created in Inventor Professional 2019 
software. In general, each robot consists of the main body part 
(trunk) and four (quadruped), six (hexapod) or eight (octopod) 
legs with crab-like or mammal-like structures. Following many 
previous researches, during modeling of all robot’s legs, we were 
inspired by the morphology of limbs of typical insects or mammals, 
reduced to three main segments [2,4,16-21]. To avoid mutual 
collisions between the legs, in all presented designs the robot’s 
legs are symmetrically distributed on two sides of the robot’s body. 

By adopting the initial positions of individual leg’s joints, different 
leg’s configurations, which correspond to configurations of lower 
limbs of different animals met in nature, can be implemented [7]. 
In all designs presented in Figure 1, each joint of the robot’s leg 
is actuated by Power HD AR-1201MG servomotor controlled by 
the pulse-width-modulation (PWM) technique. This servomotor 
has inner closed loop feedback of the position control and a 
proportional controller.

Figure 1: CAD models of different bio-inspired walking robots created in Inventor Professional 2019 software.

Both kinematic and dynamic models of crab-like or mammal-
like robots were detail presented in our previous papers [11,12,22]. 
On the contrary to the abovementioned references, in this study 
we focused only on novel mathematical formulations regarding 
full control of the robot on a planar, irregular, unstable or vibrating 
ground, which have not been presented before. To investigate the 
possibility of the robot’s control, we have developed a general, 
three-dimensional, fully parametric simulation model of a walking 
robot created in the Mathematica software. The created simulation 

model allowed us to visualize behavior of the investigated robot 
and control the correctness of the obtained results. Especially, we 
were able to control the spatial position of individual elements of 
the robot and well as the configurations of the legs. It also allowed 
us to better understand the obtained simulation results. Through 
the appropriate choosing of the parameters and configurations of 
the limbs, we are able to quickly generate various types of walking 
robots.

Kinematics of the Robot

Figure 2: Simulation model of a hybrid octopod walking robot.

In one of the recent papers we considered and investigated 
the problem of planning the trajectory of the robot body in the 
vertical direction, during walking on a planar plane in any (i.e. 
forward, lateral, oblique, etc) direction [11]. On the contrary to 
the mentioned paper, in this study we extended significantly 
the control possibility of the investigated robot, including full 
control of all six spatial degrees-of-freedom of the robot’s body 
(i.e. three deviations and three rotations along and around three 
different axes, respectively), as well as control all robot’s legs 
on planar, non-regular, unstable and vibrating ground. As it was 
mentioned before, this control possibility can be really helpful, 

when it comes to both the navigation, and obstacle avoidance in 
natural environment of the robot. As a result, the presented robot 
can be treated as a fully controlled walking Stewart platform. 
Figure 2 shows exemplary simulation model of a hybrid octopod 
robot. Four of its legs (two front and two hind) have mammal-like 
structures, whereas four middle legs have crab-like structures. In 
addition, for more general considerations, we used different initial 
configurations of the mammal-like legs for front and hind legs. 
Model of this hybrid octopod robot standing on a planar surface 
is presented in Figure 2.
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The robot is embedded in a global coordinate system Oxyz. 
In addition, other local coordinate systems are fixed to the robot. 
The coordinate system O’x’y’z’, is associated with the center of 
the robot’s body. In turn, other local coordinate systems are 
associated with the robot’s legs. In Figure 2 we presented only 
one local coordinate system O”x”y”z” fixed to the leg L1. In general, 
we consider irregular and unstable ground, where a height 
(z- component) for the coordinates x and y for time t have the 
following general form

                                         ( , , )Gz z x y t=                                   … (1)

The vectors rG(t) describing positions of all points on the 
ground in the global coordinate system   have the form

              ( )( ) ( ), ( ), ( ) ( )init
G G G G G G Gt t t t tα β γ= ⋅ + ∆r R r r              … (2)

where [ ]T( ) ( ), ( ), ( )G G G Gt x t y t z t∆ = ∆ ∆ ∆r , init
Gr  are vectors describing 

positions of points of the ground in the initial time, i.e. for the 
angles ( ) 0G tα = , ( ) 0G tβ = , ( ) 0G tγ =  and linear deviations 

( ) 0Gx t∆ = , ( ) 0Gy t∆ =  and ( ) 0Gz t∆ =   ,

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ), ( ), ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )z y x
G G G G G G G G G Gt t t t t tα β γ γ β α= ⋅ ⋅R R R R   … (3)

is the rotation matrix, where as
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are elementary rotation matrices of the ground, respectively. 
All vectors rR(t) of the robot in the global coordinate system Oxyz 
is expressed by

      ( )( ) ( ), ( ), ( ) ( )init
R R R R R R Rt t t t tα β γ= ⋅ + ∆r R r r  ,      … (7)

where [ ]T( ) ( ), ( ), ( )R R R Rt x t y t z t∆ = ∆ ∆ ∆r , init
Rr  are vectors 

describing positions of points of the robot in the initial time, i.e. for 
the angles  ( ) 0R tα = ,  ( ) 0R tβ = ,  ( ) 0R tγ = , and linear deviations 

( ) 0Rx t∆ = , ( ) 0Ry t∆ =   and ( ) 0Rz t∆ = ,

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ), ( ), ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )z y x
R R R R R R R R R Rt t t t t tα β γ γ β α= ⋅ ⋅R R R R   … (8)

 
is the rotation matrix, whereas
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The determination of the coordinates describing the positions 
of the feet of all the robot’s legs requires consideration of the 
vectors rG(t) of the in contact points between the robot’s legs 
and the ground, as well as the inverse matrix 1

R
−R . Next, the 

appropriate articulated variables for all joints of the robot’s legs 
can be determined.

Figure 3: The chosen configurations of the investigated octopod robot walking on a planar surface, controlled independently by deviations  
∆xR(t), ∆yR(t), ∆zR(t) and rotations ∆αR(t), ∆βR(t), ∆γR(t)  of the robot’s trunk.
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Simulation Results
Control of the robot walking with tripod gait on a pla-
nar, stable and not vibrating surface

First, we considered the robot walking at oblique direction 
on a planar, stable and not vibrating ground (i.e. ZG(x,y,t)=0, 

( ) ( ) ( ) 0G G Gx t y t z t∆ = ∆ = ∆ =  and ( ) ( ) ( ) 0G G Gt t tα β γ∆ = ∆ = ∆ = ). In the 
presented simulations we considered initial, regular and terminal 
phases of gait [12]. In turn, we applied non-zero excitations of 
all six degrees of freedom of the robot’s trunk, i.e. ( ) 0Rx t∆ ≠
, ( ) 0Ry t∆ ≠ , ( ) 0Rz t∆ ≠ , ( ) 0R tα∆ ≠ , ( ) 0R tβ∆ ≠ , ( ) 0R tγ∆ ≠ . 
Configurations of both the robot’s body and it’s all legs captured in 
regular time intervals are presented in Figure 3. In turn, Figure 4 
presents fluctuations in displacements and velocities of the robot, 
both in the forward (x-) and lateral (y-) direction. As can be seen, 
the presented time histories can be divided into three ranges, 

which correspond to the initial, regular and terminal phases 
of the robot locomotion, respectively. Regardless of the ∆xR(t), 
∆yR(t), ∆zR(t), ∆αR(t), ∆βR(t), ∆γR(t) controlling all six degrees-of-
freedom of the robot’s trunk, both x- and y- components of the 
robot’s speed changes linearly. Namely, in the initial phase of the 
locomotion process, both of these speeds increase linearly from 
zero to the maximum values. Then, in the rhythmic phase of gait, 
these speeds are constant over time. In turn, in the terminal phase 
of the locomotion process, these speeds decrease linearly from 
maximum values to zero. In the same time, linear deviations, 
as well as rotations of the robot’s body in the global coordinate 
system are accurately reflected based on the functions ∆xR(t), 
∆yR(t), ∆zR(t) and ∆αR(t), ∆βR(t), ∆γR(t) respectively. Concluding, 
these results show that the considered robot can be used as a fully 
controlled walking Stewart platform.

Figure 4: Time histories of the displacements x(t), y(t) of the robot’s center (a) and velocities vx(t), vy(t) of the robot’s center (b) in the 
forward and lateral directions, respectively.

Figure 5: Configurations of the investigated hybrid hexapod robot on unstable ground, captured in regular time intervals.
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Control of the robot standing on not vibrating and un-
stable ground

In this subsection we considered the problem of control the 
robot on not vibrating, but unstable ground. Figure 5 presents 
configurations of the robot standing on unstable ground (i. 
e. ( , , ) 0Gz x y t ≠ ), captured in regular time intervals. To better 
illustrate the process of controlling individual legs of the robot 
on unstable ground, we assumed that ∆xR(t) = ∆yR(t) = ∆zR(t) and 
∆αR(t) = ∆βR(t) = ∆γR(t). As a result, we can observe the process of 
stabilizing the linear and angular positions of the robot, when the 
supporting ground becomes unstable. As we can see, at any time, 
the robot is supported by all six legs, through the appropriate 
changing of the configurations of its all legs, depending on the 
changes of the ground. As a result, it has a positive effect on the 
robot’s stable position. Concluding, it should be emphasized, 
that the presented control algorithm also works for ∆xR(t), ∆yR(t), 
∆zR(t) ≠ 0 and ∆αR(t), ∆βR(t), ∆γR(t) ≠ 0.

Control of the robot standing on stable and vibrating 
ground

In this subsection, we considered the control problem of 
the robot, which is standing on vibrating ground. As in previous 
subsection, to better illustrate the process of controlling individual 
legs of the robot, we also assumed that  ∆xR(t) = ∆yR(t) = ∆zR(t) = 
0 and ∆αR(t) = ∆βR(t) = ∆γR(t) = 0(i.e. full, both linear and angular, 
spatial stabilization of the robot’s trunk). In turn, we taken non-
zero harmonic excitations of the ground, i.e. ∆xG(t) ≠ 0, ∆yG(t) 
≠ 0, ∆zG(t) ≠ 0 and ∆αG(t) ≠ 0, ∆βG(t) ≠ 0, ∆γG(t) ≠ 0. Simulation 
results captured in regular time intervals are presented in Figure 
6. As can be seen, as in previous cases, in each time the robot is 
supported by all six legs, thanks to the appropriate changing of the 
configurations of its all legs, depending on the vibrating ground. 
As a result, the robot keeps its position and orientation in the 
global coordinate system, regardless of the vibrating ground, also 
increasing its stability. That the presented control algorithm also 
works for ∆xR(t), ∆yR(t), ∆zR(t) ≠ 0 and ∆αR(t), ∆βR(t), ∆γR(t) ≠ 0.

Figure 6: Configurations of the investigated hybrid hexapod robot on vibrating ground, captured in regular time intervals.

Application of the Developed Simulation Model
The proposed algorithm for controlling all robot’s legs 

during standing or walking for different cases was tested using 
a simulation model created in the Mathematica software. The 
possibilities of the Mathematica concerning 3D animation of 
simulated objects are available in the recent versions of this 
environment (in this paper we used Mathematica 11.2 version). 
Thanks to the developed visualization, we can observe exactly 
the configuration of all robot legs at any time, and this can be 
treated as a virtual experiment. The most recent versions of the 
Mathematica program also allow relatively simple operation 

of different microcontrollers connected to a computer such as 
Arduino Uno or Raspberry Pi. Moreover, simpler versions of 
Mathematica can also be installed in the internal memory of 
the mentioned Raspberry Pi microcontroller. As a result, using 
both the appropriate microcontroller and motor drivers, it is 
possible to directly apply the calculated articulated variables 
into all robot’s joints, in order to real verification of the proposed 
algorithms controlling individual limbs of the investigated robot. 
It is schematically shown in Figure 7. This task will be the goal of 
our further research related to the problem of control the robot’s 
legs, using real constructions made on the basis of the designs 
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 7: Control the robots’ servos of a robot prototype using a simulation model developed in Mathematica.

Conclusion
In this paper, a general model of a multi-legged robot has 

been developed and numerically investigated in Mathematica 
environment. The investigated robot was driven by a novel 
generator of gait proposed in our previous study. Using the 
developed simulation model, we performed some virtual 
experiments regarding locomotion process and stabilization of 
the position and orientation of the robot on unstable and vibrating 
ground. The presented results show that the presented control 
possibility can be employed for full control of the robot position 
and orientation in space, also during locomotion of the robot. As 
a result, the robot can be used as a fully control walking Steward 
platform. The most recent versions of Mathematica software 
allow to communicate with different microcontrollers, including 
Arduino Uno and Raspberry Pi. As a result, the developed 
simulation model can be relatively simply and successfully 
adopted to control the constructed prototypes of different kinds 
of multi-legged machines.
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